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Diversified transport modes and increased personal transportation demands have increased in urban traffic problems such as traffic congestion and environmental pollution. To cope with traffic problems, advanced transportation technologies are being developed as intelligent transportation system (ITS). There is a growing trend to coordinate varying kinds of transportation modes. However, the effective construction and application of ITS in urban traffic can be affected by many factors, such as transport mode. Therefore, how to reasonably construct ITS by consideration of different transport modes’ characteristics and requirements is an important research challenge. Additionally, both costs and negative effects must be minimized and application efficiency is required to be optimal in the construction process. To address these requirements, a multiobjective optimization model and a fuzzy selecting optimum model were combined to study the construction scheme based on optimization results. The empirical analysis of Beijing, China, suggested several considerations for improvements to future road network ITS construction with controlled costs. Finally, guidelines are proposed to facilitate ITS construction, improve ITS application efficiency, and transform and innovate strategies to cope with urban traffic.

1. Introduction

This century has witnessed the increased usage of advanced technology with development of the Internet of things, big data, cloud computing, and the Internet +. Application of these technologies is key to a modern transportation industry. The requirements of transportation are continuing to grow along with the rapid social development and rapid expansion of economic globalization. Thus, traffic development quality and structural requirements have become urgent concerns. The goals of modern traffic technologies are safety assurance, increased efficiency, preserving the environment, and saving energy. Thus, research on the construction of an intelligent transportation system with high application efficiency is an important focus worldwide. However, the effective development and operation of intelligent transportation system (ITS) requires significant planning due to the significant demands and complexity of these systems. This problem is made more complex due to the uncertain operation of different transport modes. Therefore, how to establish a reasonable ITS construction scheme is a major challenge. In this study, passenger person-kilometers was selected as the token indicator. Through the combination of a multiobjective optimization model and a fuzzy selecting optimum model, an optimal ITS construction model is proposed. Next, this combination model was used to study Beijing, China. The goal was to improve both the speed quality and scale benefit of ITS construction, increase the scientific basis for design of ITS construction, and optimize urban traffic with efficiently controlled cost.

2. Literature Review

The sharply increasing extent of vehicle ownership and road network traffic pressure in China has increased the conflict between limited traffic resource supply and unlimited demand, resulting in decreased traffic operation efficiency and increased environmental pollution and safety problems, such as the cities of Beijing, Guangzhou, Hangzhou, and Wuhan [1]. Therefore, improvements are needed in the road
network transport system. Nagurney [2] proposed basic methods of construction and optimization of travel and developed a traffic demand user equilibrium flow optimization model. The urban traffic passenger flow route optimization model was considered as a binary linear programming problem, leading to the proposal of a branch and bound optimal method by Claessens et al. [3]. Then Yang et al. (2005) [4] proposed an urban district traffic generation forecast model to optimize road network traffic based on population and land utilization by forecasting the percentage of return travel demand. Richardson (2005) [5] explored the main indicators that affected sustainable development of network traffic based on existing road network operation, allowing optimization based on feedback information. Lee and Ahn (2005) [6] argued that the dependence degree of work travel to the road network travel layout structure was higher than nonwork travel in Seoul, South Korea. Most studies have focused on the basic characteristics of road network traffic optimization and have not considered the traffic flow involved or the required information technologies.

Traffic flow has been the main indicator for the analysis of road network traffic based on many empirical analyses and can be used for traffic optimization. Bussieck et al. (2004) [7] studied road network construction and used an initial optimization solution that included nonlinear programming. Dheenadayalu et al. (2004) [8] proposed a travel demand optimization model that included the main factors that influence traffic capacity. A microscopic forecast model was built from the perspective of traffic flow by Schadschneider et al. (2005) [9], allowing proposal of traffic congestion optimization solutions. Nandi et al. (2009) [10] first proposed an optimization model from the perspective of transport costs, using the law of universal gravitation to analyze traffic flow status and then the solution of urban passenger transportation optimization was proposed. Monache et al. (2014) [11] argued the problem of roundabout traffic flow from a macroscopic angle using the indicators of total travel and waiting time. The empirical analysis was carried out through annular intersection simulation into a series of 2 × 2 points. A development strategy of feasible supply and public transportation passenger coordination was proposed by Hong (2006) [12] to address the uneven passenger flow distribution feature between satellite towns and a central city. Zhao et al. (2009) [13] argued the importance of bus travel time and a passenger transfer coefficient and performed empirical analysis by constructing an advanced immune genetic algorithm optimization model. Ye and Chen (2010) [14] argued that the constraints of traffic flow capacity existed for a nonpublic transport commuter in Central Business District (CBD) city. The optimal method was proposed using the public transportation commuter proportion as a main indicator based on 53 international famous CBD cities. Previous work has been valuable, but most studies still focus on land utilization and road facilities with little study of the role of advanced science or technology to improve network traffic operation efficiency. Additionally, previous studies have been mainly qualitative description, requiring more detailed quantitative analysis.

Certain subsystems have been studied and there have been attempts at optimization. However, most studies focused on local subsystem construction rather than overall construction. For example, Roncoli et al. (2015) [15] argued the problems of traffic flow control in multilane expressway based on the first-order linear constrained optimal control method by introduction of VACS (Vehicle Automation Communication Systems). The visual traffic system optimization program was developed from the perspective of the travel habits of residents, allowing network traffic dynamic optimization (Goossens et al. (2006) [16] and Créput and Koukam (2007) [17]). Li et al. (2014) [18] proposed that the traffic operation efficiency and service ability in road network could be improved effectively by an intelligent traffic management system (ITMS). The integrated computer aided manufacturing definition (IDEF) method was proposed to verify the improvement efficiency of ITMS on road network traffic, allowing formulation of a road network transport process optimization model. Commins and Nolan (2011) [19] argued that the main factors that affected work travel in the Dublin area in 1996–2006 were travel time, work location, and public transportation. Optimization of the overall process was performed by optimization of the influence factors. The optimization problems of regional service quality standard and traffic system design principle were addressed by Panasyuk et al. (2013) [20], and an optimal combination model allowing selection of feasible routes was proposed.

The literature review reveals that certain achievements have been made in urban traffic optimization. However, the achievements mainly focus on the construction and optimization of urban road network traffic and focus less on the exploration of ITS. Overall, the limits are as follows: (1) there are relatively few studies on ITS construction, especially for different traffic demands. (2) There is little effective guidance and reference standard for ITS construction in different cities. (3) There is no reasonable ITS construction formulation for policy, technology, capital planning, or other components. Besides, there has been little study of ITS construction based on the real demands of different transport modes. The study reported here was designed to address these problems. ITS construction scheme optimization was performed according to the current development situation and traffic demands. All in all, the results in this work provide important knowledge needed for improved ITS optimization.

3. Model Formulation

3.1. Analysis of Optimization Goal. The first step of optimization is to determine a clear optimization goal. In this paper, the optimization goal was defined as ITS construction design with high efficiency application, low construction cost, and good service level. These goals can be met with the following parameters. (1) During operation, the application benefits of ITS are restrained by complex traffic influence factors. (2) There are higher requirements for smooth, safe, and convenient network running. Overall, the efficient improvement of ITS is a major objective. (3) The proportion of different travel modes is influenced by many elements that
must be considered and the main optimization targets must be defined.

3.2. Selection of Optimization Method. Studies of transportation construction optimization utilize many optimization methods (Cakir et al. [21], Chen et al. [22], Cardona-Valdés et al. [23], Che [24], Cintron et al. [25], Kamali et al. [26], Sadjady and Davoudpour [27], Boudahri et al. [28], Bevilacqua et al. [29], and Cheng et al. [30]). After careful analysis of published studies, we selected a multiobjective programming (MOP) method. By referencing the general principle of MOP, the objective function and corresponding constraint conditions were constructed.

The MOP method was first put forward by Charnes and Cooper in 1961 [31] and was later improved by Lee [32]. MOP has a wide range of applications in economic management, human resource management, government management, large-scale engineering construction optimization, and others. The general model of a linear programming problem can be expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max} & \quad F(x) = C \cdot x \\
\text{S.T.} & \quad Ax \leq b \\
& \quad x \geq 0.
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

If all \(x^{(i)}\) are identical, they are the optimal solution. The formula \(V \rightarrow \max_{x \geq 0} F(x)\) and \(F(x) = \{f_1(x), f_2(x), \ldots, f_j(x), \ldots, f_m(x)\}\) were selected to express the optimization solution. Here, we need to declare only the Euclidean n-spaces considered in the paper as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
x & = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)^T \in E^n, \\
R & \in E^n, \\
F(x) & \in E^n.
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

If \(x_0\) is the optimal solution, then \(F(x_0) \geq F(x), \quad \forall x \in R\). Or \(x_0\) is the noninferior solution and \(F(x) \geq F(x_0)\).

There are many common methods to solve MOP problems. However, different optimization goals need suitable methods. If multiple objectives are transformed into a single objective problem, the main target method, weighted sum method, and ideal point method are common methods. If multiple objectives are instead converted into a multiple single objective problem, the priority method, grouping sorting method, and interactive programming approaches are commonly used. Goal programming is used if the target is a nonuniform model. Here, a nonuniform solution method was used according to the characteristics of the ITS optimization target and the goal programming method was proposed for optimizing.

### 3.3. Construction of Optimization Model

#### 3.3.1. Decision Variables Are Identified

(A) Research Hypotheses Are Put Forward. The research hypotheses are proposed based on the above analysis.

- **Hypothesis 1.** The city selected is an isolated system without impacts from other cities.
- **Hypothesis 2.** The characteristics of urban travel conditions and road network structure are confirmed.
- **Hypothesis 3.** The traffic modes include private car, bus, taxi, rail transit, cycling, and walking.
- **Hypothesis 4.** The existing network could meet the requirement of urban transportation.
- **Hypothesis 5.** Each traffic mode has its own ITS subsystems to improve operating efficiency.

(B) Decision Variables Are Chosen. The primary objective of ITS construction scheme optimization is that optimization should be based on the development status of the road network traffic. Next, the most suitable passenger person-kilometers for each kind of traffic mode can be determined. Finally, the construction priorities of each subsystem can be set. Therefore, all the passenger person-kilometers serve as optimization decision variables (Table 1), allowing determination of the construction priority of ITS subsystems.

#### 3.3.2. Establishing the Objective Function

Improving both the application efficiency and cost saving is optimization target. However, the targets should be divided into primary and secondary targets according to the rules of the MOP model. The primary target provides the highest benefit and the secondary goal is lowest construction cost. The calculation formulas are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
E_{\text{Efficiency}}^{\max} & = \sum_{j=1}^{n} EX_j \times X_j, \\
E_{\text{Cost}}^{\min} & = \sum_{j=1}^{n} EC_j \times X_j.
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

In formula (3), \(E_{\text{Efficiency}}^{\max}\) and \(E_{\text{Cost}}^{\min}\) are the highest benefit and the lowest cost of ITS construction. \(EX_j\) and \(EC_j\) represent the application efficiency and cost efficiency of ITS construction in the traffic mode \(j\). \(X_j\) is the passenger person-kilometers of traffic mode \(j\). Based on previous studies, \(EX_j\) and \(EC_j\) are defined as given in Table 2.

#### Table 1: Decision variables for different traffic modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic mode</th>
<th>Private cars</th>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>Taxi</th>
<th>Rail transit</th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Walking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passenger person-kilometers (ten thousand km)</td>
<td>(X_1)</td>
<td>(X_2)</td>
<td>(X_3)</td>
<td>(X_4)</td>
<td>(X_5)</td>
<td>(X_6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Referencing the construction methods of the objective function, the maximum application efficiency and minimum cost efficiency are obtained as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max } Z_1(X) &= 0.328 X_1 + 0.732 X_2 + 0.426 X_3 \\
&\quad + 0.847 X_4 + 0.304 X_5 + 0.005 X_6, \\
\text{min } Z_2(X) &= 0.831 X_1 + 0.261 X_2 + 0.678 X_3 \\
&\quad + 0.439 X_4 + 0.070 X_5 + 0.040 X_6.
\end{align*}
\]

Formula (4) says that one target is seeking maximum value and another is for minimum value. Thus, simultaneous achievement of targets of highest application efficiency and lowest cost is impossible because of the limitation of decision variables. Therefore, coordinate and compromise processing must be carried out to get the best solution.

### 3.3.3. Determination of the Constraint Conditions

(A) Constraint of Residents Travel Demand. Meeting residents’ basic travel demands is the top priority of road network traffic. Guided by the optimized construction schemes, the total passenger person-kilometers supplied must satisfy residents’ travel demand by all kinds of traffic modes, as shown in the following formula:

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{n} X_j \geq D \quad \text{(ten thousand people} \cdot \text{km).}
\]

In formula (5), \( D \) is the total urban travel demand. Two common computing methods can be used, the brief algorithm \( (D_1) \) and the four-stage method \( (D_2) \), as shown in the following formula:

\[
\begin{align*}
D_1 &= X \times M \times \sqrt{\frac{A}{CA}}, \\
D_2 &= \sum_i \sum_j \sum_k OD_{ijk} \times T_{ijk}
\end{align*}
\]

(\text{ten thousand people} \cdot \text{km}).

In formula (6), \( X \) is the total resident trip (person-time) and \( M \) is the average trip distance in road network traffic (km). \( A \) is the area of a city site (km\(^2\)) and \( CA \) is the total area (km\(^2\)). \( OD_{ijk} \) represents the total trips of traffic mode \( k \) between districts \( i \) and \( j \) (person-time). \( T_{ijk} \) is the weighted average trip distance of \( OD_{ijk} \) (km). After comparison of the two methods, \( D_2 \) is relatively complex and data acquisition is more difficult. Therefore, \( D_1 \) is chosen as the indicator.

(B) Road Network Traffic Smooth Constraints. The network average driving speed \( (V) \), traffic congestion index \( (TCI) \), and average delay time of unit mileage \( (T) \) were chosen as the indicators of road network unblocked reliability. The computations are presented as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
V &= \frac{M \times \sum_{j=1}^{n} (X_j / q_j)}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} T_j} \geq V^* \quad \text{(km/h)}, \\
TCI &= \alpha \tau_i = \alpha \times \frac{L_i}{L} \leq TCI^*, \\
T &= \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \max \left( \frac{L_i / v_i - L / \nu_i}{L}, 0 \right) \right) \leq T^* \quad \text{(min)}.
\end{align*}
\]

In formula (7), \( M \) is the road mileage, \( \bar{q}_j \) is the average yearly passenger volume of traffic mode \( j \), \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} T_j \) is the average time of traffic mode \( j \) passing the road \( M \), and \( V^* \) is the expectation of the road network average driving speed. Moreover, \( \alpha_i \) and \( r_i \) are the weight and congestion mileage ratio of road \( i \), \( L_i \) and \( L \) are the congestion mileage and total mileage of road \( i \), and \( TCI^* \) is the expectation value of the congestion index. \( T \) is the average delay time of unit mileage, \( T_i \) is the delay time of road \( i \), \( T^* \) is the expectation value of the average delay time of unit mileage, \( L \) is the road mileage, and \( v_i \) and \( \nu_i \) are the actual driving speed and the speed in flow state. Finally, the network average driving speed was chosen as a measurement indicator.

(C) Road Network Traffic Security Constraints. Road traffic safety is not just about transport efficiency and social stability but is also closely connected with economic development. Therefore, ensuring the safety of road network traffic is an important task of ITS construction. The accident rate of unit mileage rate \( (R_1) \), car accident death rate \( (R_2) \), and the accident rate of unit passenger-kilometers \( (R_3) \) were selected as commonly used indicators as shown in the following formula:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_1 &= \sum_{j=1}^{n} N_j / M \leq R_1^*, \\
R_2 &= \frac{D}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} N_j} \leq R_2^*, \\
R_3 &= \frac{D}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} X_j} \leq R_3^*.
\end{align*}
\]
Table 3: Accident rate of unit passenger person-kilometers for different traffic modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic mode</th>
<th>$X_1$</th>
<th>$X_2$</th>
<th>$X_3$</th>
<th>$X_4$</th>
<th>$X_5$</th>
<th>$X_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accident rate of unit passenger person-kilometers</td>
<td>$3.81 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$4.3 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$28 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$4.6 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$96.6 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$2.4 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Energy consumption factor for different traffic modes [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic mode</th>
<th>$X_1$</th>
<th>$X_2$</th>
<th>$X_3$</th>
<th>$X_4$</th>
<th>$X_5$</th>
<th>$X_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e_j$ (MJ/person-km)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In formula (8), $R_1^*$, $R_2^*$, $R_3^*$ are the expectation values of the three indicators. $N_j$ and $M_j$ are the accident numbers and travel distance, respectively, of traffic mode $j$. $D$ is the number of traffic accident casualties and $n_j$ is the vehicle ownership of traffic mode $j$. Similarly, $R_3$ is chosen as the characterization of safety indicator by analysis of the accuracy and ease of access of the indicator data, as well as by ensuring the correlation of the decision variables and constraints. Finally, referring to the death rates statistical result proposed in journal "Motor Vehicle Crash Injury Rates by Mode of Travel, United States: Using Exposure-Based Methods to Quantify Differences" (Beck et al., 2007) [35], the data of accident rate of unit passenger person-kilometers are shown in Table 3.

(D) Green Road Network Traffic Constraint. Green network traffic includes air pollution, noise pollution, and energy consumption. According to the characteristics of the decision variables, the traffic atmospheric pollution saturation and traffic energy consumption were selected as the main indicators using the calculation methods presented as follows:

$$ S = \left( \frac{P_a}{C_a} \right) \times 100\% \leq S^* \, (\%) , $$

$$ C_{\text{Energy}} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} e_j \times X_j \leq C_{\text{Energy}}^* $$

$$ = E_{\text{max}} \times \text{population} \, (\text{MJ}). $$

In formula (9), $S^*$ is the expectation of traffic atmospheric pollution saturation, $P_a$ is the total traffic atmospheric pollution (mg), and $C_a$ is total atmospheric pollutant emission (mg). $C_{\text{Energy}}^*$ is the limitation of traffic energy consumption, $E_{\text{max}}$ is the upper limitation of annual per capita energy consumption, Population is a city’s total population, and $e_j$ (MJ/person-km) is the energy consumption factor of traffic mode $j$ (as shown in Table 4). The traffic energy consumption was selected as the green indicator.

3.3.4. The Optimization Model. The optimization model was built according to the general model of MOP and combined with the decision variables, objective function, and constraint conditions. First, the target constraints were proposed as shown in the following formula:

$$ \sum_{j=1}^{n} EX_j \times X_j \geq \max Z_1 (X) , $$

$$ \sum_{j=1}^{n} EC_j \times X_j \leq \min Z_2 (X) . $$

In formula (10), $\max Z_1 (X)$ means that the passenger person-kilometers meets the essential travel demands. $\min Z_2 (X)$ is the input cost of ITS construction, which means that the cost is controlled to a minimum value. Combined with the system constraints, the MOP optimization model was proposed as follows:

$$ \min \, Z = P_1 * d_1 + P_2 * d_2 $$

$$ \sum_{j=1}^{6} (EX_j \times X_j) + d_1 - d_1^* = \max Z_1 (X) $$

$$ \sum_{j=1}^{6} (EC_j \times X_j) + d_2 - d_2^* = \min Z_2 (X) $$

$$ \sum_{j=1}^{6} X_j \geq D $$

$$ \frac{(M \times \sum_{j=1}^{6} X_j / T_j)}{\sum_{j=1}^{6} T_j} \geq V^* $$

$$ \frac{D}{\sum_{j=1}^{6} X_j} \leq R_3^* $$

$$ \sum_{j=1}^{6} e_j \times X_j \leq C_{\text{Energy}}^* $$

$$ X_j \geq 0 \, (j = 1, 2, \ldots, 6) $$

$$ d_1^-, d_2^* \geq 0 \, (t = 1, 2). $$
In formula (11), $P_1$ is the priority factor of ITS application efficiency and $d_1^+$ is the negative deviation variable. $P_2$ is the priority factor of input cost and $d_2^+$ is the positive deviation variable. Of these, the priority of $P_1$ is higher than $P_2$.

3.4. Application of Optimization Results. The basic way of ITS to improve traffic efficiency is to improve the running situation of different traffic modes. At the same time, the optimization proposed in this paper aims to improve passenger person-kilometers for each traffic mode. By analyzing the demands of different traffic modes to various ITS subsystems, the construction priority of the subsystem can be determined based on the optimization results. However, high or low priority is a fuzzy and relative concept with large influence factors, making accurate quantification difficult. Therefore, the fuzzy selecting optimum model was used to achieve priority ranking.

3.4.1. Construction of Fuzzy Selecting Optimum Model. According to the usage of the fuzzy selecting optimum model, the relative optimal matrices of goal maximum and minimum are represented by $R^{\text{max}} = G = (g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_m)^T$ and $R^{\text{min}} = B = (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_m)^T$. Suppose that $u_j$ is the decision $j$ for optimal relative membership degree; then $(1 - u_j)$ is the decision $j$ for inferior relative membership degree. $u_i$ is the weight of target $i$. Then, the decision $j$ could be expressed as $R_j = (r_{1j}, r_{2j}, \ldots, r_{mj})^T$ and the difference between superior decisions is expressed as the generalized weighted distance $d_{ij}$. To study the distance of decision $j$ within superior decision more clearly, the distance is weighted as shown in the following formula:

$$d_{ij} = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} u_i (g_i - r_{ij}) \right)^p,$$

$$D_{ij} = u_i d_{ij} = u_i \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_i (g_i - r_{ij}) \right)^p,$$

$$D_{jb} = (1 - u_j) d_{jb} = (1 - u_j) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_i (r_{ij} - b_i) \right)^p.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

In formula (12), $p$ is the turning parameter, $D_{ij}$ is the weighted distance away from excellent decision, and $D_{jb}$ is weighted distance away from the inferior decision. In order to solve the optimal value of $u_j$, the criterion of $\min[Z(u_j)] = \min\{D_{ij}^2 + D_{jb}^2\}$ was built. If we order $Z(u_j) / d(u_j) = 0$, then formula (13) is achieved. Finally, the prioritization would be determined according to the values of $u_j$:

$$u_j = \frac{1}{1 + \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_i (g_i - r_{ij}) \right]^p / \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_i (r_{ij} - b_i) \right]^p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)  

$$j = 1, 2, \ldots, n.$$

4. Empirical Analysis: A Case Study of Beijing, China

4.1. Optimization Target of ITS Construction. By referring to the “Transportation Industry Intelligent Traffic Development Strategy (2012–2020),” we know that the following targets will be realized in some big cities in China, such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen, as shown in Figure 1.

Therefore, the year 2020 was chosen as the planning year considering the optimization effectiveness and data availability. Beijing was chosen as the case city.

4.2. Constraint Conditions of ITS Construction Optimization

4.2.1. Resident Travel Demand Constraint in Beijing. Data was obtained from the journal “Research on the Development Prospect of Low Carbon Traffic in Beijing” (Liu, 2010) [36]. Then the value of travel demand is shown as follows:

$$D = X \times M \times \sqrt{\frac{A}{CA}} = 6100 \times 9.3 \times \sqrt{\frac{1650}{1254}} \cong 65073.8.$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

4.2.2. Road Network Traffic Smooth Constraint in Beijing. Using data published by the Beijing traffic development research center, the travel time is shown in Table 5.
A weighting algorithm is used to forecast the road network average travel time. \( T = wt = (w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n)(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n) = 57.54 \) (minutes). Here formula (15) is achieved:

\[
\left(2.43 \times 10^{-4}\right) \times \left[\left(\frac{X_1}{3000} + \frac{X_2}{7500} + \frac{X_3}{3000} + \frac{X_4}{30000} + \frac{X_5}{1650} + \frac{X_6}{1100}\right) \times 10^4\right] \geq V^* = \frac{U}{T} = \frac{22.92}{(57.75/60)} \quad \text{(15)}
\]

4.2.3. Road Network Traffic Security Constraint in Beijing.

The “traffic congestion easing plan in Beijing (2015–2020)” [37] showed that the road network unit passenger-person-kilometers accident death rate should be controlled to 1.2 (people/ten thousand-km). That is to say, \( R_3 \leq R^*_3 = 1.2 \) (people/ten thousand-km).

4.2.4. Road Network Traffic Green Constraint in Beijing.

Carlsson-Kanyama et al. [38] argued that the supply per capita should be at least 11000 MJ/year as the basic daily activity energy. However, the supply per capita in Beijing is lower. Therefore, based on Ma et al. (2008) [39], the per capita traffic energy consumption was set as 18.14 MJ/person, giving the following formula:

\[
(2.3X_1 + 0.3X_2 + 2.4X_3 + 0.1X_4 + 0X_5 + 0X_6) \times 10^4 \leq C^*_{\text{Energy}} = 18.14 \times 1800 \times 10^4 \\
= 32652 \times 10^4 \quad \text{(MJ)}.\]

4.2.5. Total Investment of ITS Construction.

Because the total investment of ITS construction in 2020 is not available, the time series model prediction method was used to forecast the investment based on the secondary sliding average algorithm. The specific data and stationary test can refer to the paper entitled “Research on the Evaluation Period of ITS Application Effects Based on VAR Model—takes Beijing as an example” (Li et al., 2015) [40]. Finally, the predication value was obtained as follows:

\[
\hat{y}_{2020} (2) = 2.55 + 0.16 \times 6 = 3.51 \quad \text{(billion RMB)} \\
= 35100 \quad \text{(million RMB)} = C^*.\]

4.3. Calculation and Analysis of Optimization Results

4.3.1. Calculation of the Optimization Model. First, the maximum and the minimum passenger person-kilometers borne by each traffic mode were calculated according to the composition proportion (Table 6).

Second, \( E^\text{max}_{\text{Cost}} \leq \min Z_2(X) = 35100 \) and \( E^\text{max}_{\text{Efficiency}} \geq \max Z_3(X) = 40907.98 \). Finally, the residents demand amount is 65073.8 (ten thousand people km) according to formula (14). Next, the Goal Program-running (GP) subroutine in WINQSB software was used for calculation and the calculation results are as follows: \( X_1 = 16338.24; X_2 = 19061.28; X_3 = 4368.21; X_4 = 22351.62; X_5 = 2586.22; X_6 = 850.95; \bar{d}^1 = 0; \bar{d}^2 = 6.45; P_1 = 24.33; P_2 = 6.45 \). The results show that the value of passenger person-kilometers in Beijing should satisfy the value in Table 7.

4.3.2. Analysis of the Optimization Scheme. The fuzzy selecting optimum model is applied to analyze the construction priority decisions of ITS subsystem as follows: (1) determining the priority of influencing factors: according to multiobjective optimization results, the factors influencing the construction priority of each subsystem are the passenger person-kilometers; (2) determining the indicator weight: to determine the weight of each indicator is difficult. Here, the specialist consultation method is proposed to obtain the weight (opinion of invited experts mainly from the Ministry of Transport Research Institute Information Center of China and the Research Center of Intelligent Transportation of China) given the application characteristics and financial evaluation features of each subsystem [41]; and (3) determining the construction priority of each subsystem: the construction priority of each ITS subsystem could be achieved by incorporating the data into the fuzzy selecting optimum model, as shown in Table 8.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, current problems of ITS construction scheme optimization were discussed. Then, the MOP optimization model was constructed to guarantee the lasting efficiency of ITS construction with passenger person-kilometers defined as the decision variable. Next, the constraint conditions were established and the optimized analysis was performed. The network structure optimization analysis of ITS construction
was achieved with a fuzzy selecting optimum model. Furthermore, a set of relatively optimal ITS construction plans were proposed by sorting the priority of each subsystem. These results in the paper can improve efficiency of ITS construction and lower investment cost. Overall, this improved strategy should promote effectively the coordinated development of urban traffic. Finally, the empirical analysis results revealed that both the improvement of public transportation priority and private car efficiency are main targets of ITS construction.

However, there are limits of this study. For example, differences in ITS construction requirements in different cities will cause construction differences and differences in key technology and the development of ITS. Limits of the accuracy and acquisition of the statistics data allow study of only larger cities with strong demands for ITS. ITS will be incorporated into plans for more and more cities with the acceleration of urbanization and optimization of ITS construction should be tailored to meet the needs of each city.
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